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Abstract
OTOF is one of the most frequent causes of hereditary hearing loss and a main cause of auditory
neuropathy spectrum disorder (ANSD). Although it is reported that most of the patients with OTOF
mutations have stable, congenital or prelingual onset severe-to-profound hearing loss, some patients
show atypical clinical phenotypes, and the genotype-phenotype correlation in the patients with OTOF
mutations is not yet fully understood. In this study, we aimed to reveal detailed clinical characteristics of
OTOF-related hearing loss patients and the genotype-phenotype correlation. Detailed clinical information
was available for 65 patients in our database who were diagnosed with OTOF-related hearing loss. As
reported previously, most of the patients (90.8%) showed a “typical” phenotype, prelingual and severe-toprofound hearing loss. Forty-seven patients (72.3%) underwent cochlear implantation surgery and
showed successful outcomes; approximately 85-90% of the patients showed a hearing level of 20-39dB
with cochlear implant and a CAP scale (Categories of Auditory Performance) level 6 or better. Although
truncating mutations and p.R1939Q were clearly related to severe phenotype, almost half of patients with
one or more non-truncating mutations showed mild-to-moderate hearing loss. Notably, patients with
p.H513R, p.I1573T and p.E1910K showed “true” auditory neuropathy-like clinical characteristics. In this
study, we have clarified genotype-phenotype correlation and efficacy of cochlear implantation for OTOFrelated hearing loss patients in the biggest cohort studied to date. We believe that the clinical
characteristics and genotype-phenotype correlation found in this study will support preoperative
counseling and appropriate intervention for OTOF-related hearing loss patients.

Introduction
Hearing loss is one of the most common sensory disorders, with around 466 million people suffering
hearing loss (WHO Deafness and hearing loss. 2021). It is reported that 1 out of 500 newborns has
bilateral hearing loss and 50–60% of them are due to genetic etiologies (Smith et al. 2005). OTOF is
reported to be the causative gene of DFNB9 and one of the frequent causes of non-syndromic recessive
sensorineural hearing loss. The prevalence of OTOF mutations has been reported to be 1.4–8.3% of nonsyndromic hearing loss cases and 1.72% in Japan (Iwasa et al. 2019). To date, more than 220 mutations
in OTOF have been reported (Vona et al. 2020). Although it is reported that most of the patients with
OTOF mutations have stable, congenital or prelingual onset severe-to-profound hearing loss, some
patients show atypical clinical phenotypes, such as mild-to-moderate progressive cases (Chiu et al.
2010). The genotype-phenotype correlation in the patients with OTOF mutations is, subsequently, not yet
fully understood.

OTOF is also reported to be a main cause of auditory neuropathy spectrum disorder (ANSD), which is a
specific form of hearing loss with an abnormal auditory brainstem response (ABR) and the presence of
otoacoustic emissions (OAE) (A Starr, T W Picton, Y Sininger, L J Hood 1996). Both genetic and
environmental factors cause ANSD, such as hyperbilirubinemia, thiamine deficiency, hypoxia, and noiseinduced and age-related hearing loss (Shearer 2019). OTOF-related ANSD is the most prevalent form of
ANSD, and it is reported that 41.3–90.9% of pediatric cases of ANSD are caused by OTOF mutations
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(Matsunaga et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2016; Kim et al. 2018a). OTOF is mainly expressed in the inner hair
cells (IHCs), and mutations in the OTOF gene cause dysfunction of synaptic exocytosis at the ribbon
synapse (Roux et al. 2006). OTOF-related ANSD is also known as auditory synaptopathy, presenting with
impaired synaptic function between inner hair cells and spiral ganglion neurons, to differentiate it from
auditory neuropathy (i.e., “true” auditory neuropathy) (Moser and Starr 2016). Due to the presence of an
OAE response, there are some clinical problems with ANSD patients; they inappropriately pass the
newborn hearing screening (NBHS) in countries where OAE is used as a screening tool, resulting in the
late diagnosis of hearing loss. As early intervention by hearing aid (HA), cochlear implant (CI) and
language rehabilitation is necessary for patients with hearing impairment to develop their speech skills,
late diagnosis is disadvantage for such hearing loss patients. Moreover, the presence of an OAE response
makes it difficult for clinicians to decide the appropriate timing of cochlear implantation, as OAE
positivity means the outer hair cells (OHCs) are functional and the efficacy of CI could be limited in case
the patient is “true” auditory neuropathy. Therefore, the genetic diagnosis of OTOF-related hearing loss in
ANSD patients can encourage clinicians to recommend cochlear implantation for the patients as the
performance of CI for OTOF-related ANSD is reported to be excellent (Zheng and Liu 2020). However,
each report was based on only a limited number of patients, and different evaluation tools were used for
assessing the performance of CIs in each report.
In Japan, social health insurance-based genetic testing for the patients with hereditary hearing loss was
approved in 2012 and, from 2015, massively parallel DNA sequencing technology was combined with
genetic testing, so that magnificent mutation data from Japanese hearing loss patients has been
accumulated over the years in the whole-Japanese database. In this study, we investigated the clinical
data of the patients diagnosed with OTOF-related hearing loss registered in our database, and aimed to
reveal detailed clinical characteristics of OTOF-related hearing loss patients and the genotype-phenotype
correlation in the patients with OTOF mutations.

Subjects And Methods
Subjects
A total of 12,137 patients were registered in our database between February 2012 and December 2020
from 96 otolaryngology departments from across Japan. Seventy-four patients had two or more
mutations in the OTOF gene. Detailed clinical information was available for 67 of 74 patients, and their
clinical characteristics were analyzed retrospectively through review of their medical records, and 2 of
them were excluded because the clinical phenotype was completely incompatible with OTOF-related
hearing loss (Late-onset ski-slope hearing loss and acute-onset unilateral mild hearing loss). Hearing level
was evaluated using pure-tone audiometry (PTA) classified by a pure-tone average over 500, 1000, 2000
and 4000 Hz in the better hearing ears. For children who could not undergo PTA, we used an average over
500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz in conditioned oriented reflex audiometry (COR). Severity of hearing loss
was classified as follows; normal hearing, <25dB; mild hearing loss, 25-39dB; moderate hearing loss, 4069dB; severe hearing loss, 70-89dB; profound hearing loss, greater than 90dB. Written informed consent
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was obtained from all subjects (or from their next of kin, caretaker, or guardian on the behalf of
minors/children) prior to enrollment in the project. This study was approved by the ethical committees of
Shinshu University and each of the other participating institutions.
MPS sequencing

Amplicon resequencing with MPS
Amplicon libraries were prepared using an Ion AmpliSeq Custom Panel (Applied Biosystems, Life
Technologies), in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions, for 68 genes reported to cause nonsyndromic hereditary HL. The detailed sample preparation protocol has been described elsewhere (Iwasa
et al. 2019). Sequencing was performed in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. Massively
Parallel Sequencing (MPS) was performed with an Ion Torrent Personal Genome Machine (PGM) system,
Ion Proton System or Ion S5 system using an Ion PGM 200 Sequencing Kit with an Ion 318 Chip (Life
Technologies) or Ion HiQ Chef Kit with an Ion P1 chip or Ion 540 Chip kit -Chef. The sequence data were
mapped against the human genome sequence (build GRCh37/ hg19) with a Torrent Mapping Alignment
Program. After sequence mapping, the DNA variants were detected with Torrent Variant Caller plug-in
software. After variant detection, their effects were analyzed using ANNOVAR software (Wang et al.
2010). The missense, nonsense, insertion/deletion, and splicing variants were selected from among the
identified variants. Variants were further selected as less than 1% of (1) the 1000 genome database, (2)
the 6500 exome variants, (3) the Human Genetic Variation Database (dataset for 1208 Japanese exome
variants), and (4) the 333 in-house Japanese normal hearing controls by using our database software. All
the mutations found in this study were confirmed by Sanger sequencing using exon-specific custom
primers. The pathogenicity of the candidate variants was interpreted based on the standards and
guidelines of the American College of Medical Genetics (ACMG) and ClinGen HL-CDWG expert
specification (Oza et al. 2018; Brandt et al. 2019).

Results

Mutation analysis
Detailed mutation information detected in 65 patients whose clinical information was available is shown
in Table 1. Twenty-seven (41.5%) of the 65 patients with biallelic OTOF mutations had homozygous
OTOF:NM_001287489:c.5816G > A:p.R1939Q mutations. Thirty (46.2%) were compound heterozygote
with c.5816G > A and another mutation. Eight patients (12.3%) had other non-c.5816G > A mutations. The
pathogenicity of mutations found in the 65 patients were categorized in accordance with the ACMG
criteria (Suppl. Table 1).

Clinical characteristics
A summary of clinical information is shown in Fig. 1. Hearing level information was as follows; Fifty-one
patients (78.4%) showed profound hearing loss, 8 patients (12.3%) showed severe hearing loss and 5
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patients (8.2%) showed moderate hearing loss (Fig. 1a). Although most of the patients with OTOF-related
hearing loss show congenital severe-to-profound hearing loss, NBHS only detects 43.1% of these cases of
hearing loss (Fig. 1b). The rest of them were found to have hearing loss due to a lack of response to
sound (24.6%), delayed language development (9.2%) or other reasons. Forty-seven patients (72.3%)
underwent CI surgery; 9 patients (13.8%) were implanted simultaneously in both ears, 24 of them (36.9%)
were implanted sequentially and 14 of them (21.5%) were implanted unilaterally (Fig. 1c). Figure 2 shows
the detailed information for NBHS; 28 patients (43.1%) were for referred NBHS, 14 (21.5%) passed, 12
(18.5%) did not undergo NBHS (Fig. 2a). Among the 44 patients who underwent NBHS, AABR and OAE
was performed in 32 and 12 patients, respectively. All of the 12 patients examined by OAE improperly
passed NBHS, while 3 out of 32 patients (9.4%) passed AABR screening (Fig. 2b, c).

Performance of cochlear implantation
In this study, the performance of cochlear implantation was evaluated using PTA and the Categories of
Auditory Performance (CAP) scale for 36 patients who had used CI for over 2 years after the initial
implantation. Hearing threshold data with CI in the better hearing ear were available for all of 36 patients
and are shown in Fig. 3a: 20-29dB in 17 patients (47.2%), 30-39dB in 15 patients (41.6%) and 40-49dB in
4 patients (11.1%). The CAP scale data were available for 33 patients and are shown in Fig. 3b: CAP scale
level 7 in 2 patients (6.1%), level 6 in 26 patients (87.8%), level 5 in 3 patients (9.1%), level 4 in 1 patient
(3%) and level 3 in 1 patient (3%).

Disappearance of OAE
Figure 4A shows the timing of the disappearance of OAE response in the ear in which the OAE response
remained longer; 20 patients (30.8%) lost OAE response at CI implantation, 22 patients (33.8%) were
tested only once and showed OAE, 6 patients (9.2%) showed no response at the first visit and 2 patients
(3.1%) still had a positive OAE at the time of this survey. Accurate timing of OAE disappearance was
available only in one patient (between two and half years to three years old). Figure 4b shows the OAE
results for the ears in which OAE response remained longer at the last OAE testing. No patients showed
OAE passed 5 years of age.

Discussion
In this study, we investigated the clinical characteristics of 65 patients who were diagnosed with OTOFrelated hearing loss. One of the main aims was to identify genotype-phenotype correlations. As reported
previously, most of the patients (90.8%) participating in this study show a “typical” phenotype, congenital
or prelingual onset and severe-to-profound hearing loss (Fig. 1). All of the patients who revealed a
homozygous c.5816G > A (p.R1939Q) and compound heterozygote with p.R1939Q and a truncating
mutation, and 1 patient with two truncating mutations (c.1422T > A (p.Y474X) and c.885 + 5G > A)
showed profound hearing loss. Therefore, it is plausible that p.R1939Q and a truncating mutation are
related to severe-to-profound hearing loss based on these results. On the other hand, the phenotype of
patients with non-truncating mutations is more complicated. Figure 5a shows a summary of genotypePage 7/16

phenotype correlations in this and previous studies, in which the patients’ hearing level and mutation
information were available (Tekin et al. 2005; Varga et al. 2006; Rodríguez-Ballesteros et al. 2008;
Santarelli et al. 2009; Chiu et al. 2010; Zadro et al. 2010; Mahdieh et al. 2012; Matsunaga et al. 2012;
Yildirim-Baylan et al. 2014a; Zhang et al. 2016; Kim et al. 2018b; Wang et al. 2018). There is a clear
relationship between p.R1939Q and a severe phenotype, as well as truncating mutations including
c.2485C > T (p.Q829X). On the other hand, when patients have one or more non-truncating mutations,
almost half of them showed mild-to-moderate hearing loss (Fig. 5c, d). Based on the results, patients with
non-truncating mutations could show a milder phenotype even when they have p.R1939Q or a truncating
mutation.
Among the moderate cases in our cohort, there were representative 3 cases who showed “true” auditory
neuropathy-like clinical characteristics (AK6640, AL8610 and AH0083 were compound heterozygote with
c.[5816G > A]; [1538A > G] (p.[R1939Q];[H513R], c.[5815C > T];[5728G > A](p.[R1939W];[E1910K]) and c.
[4718T > C];[4129_4138del](p.[I1573T];[A1377Rfs*142], respectively)); the PTA of all patients showed
moderate hearing loss while their ABR showed no response. p.H513R is located in the C2C domain, which
also contains the p.I515T and p.G541S mutations reported as mutations related to temperature-sensitive
auditory neuropathy (TS-AN) and milder hearing loss in a non-febrile state (Varga et al. 2006; Matsunaga
et al. 2012). p.I1573T was reported as the cause of ANSD with mild-to-moderate hearing loss in a
previous report, which is compatible to the present case (Yildirim-Baylan et al. 2014b). We consider that
p.H513R and p.I1573T are related to a milder phenotype. p.R1939W was reported previously, and the
patient with homozygous p.R1939W showed severe-to-profound hearing loss (Choi et al. 2009). p.E1910K
is novel mutation. As p.R1939W causes the same amino acid change as p.R1939Q, p.E1910K might
cause moderate hearing loss. Other than these mutations, it has been reported that p.E1700Q was related
to a progressive and milder phenotype (Chiu et al. 2010), and p.R1607W and p.G1804del were related to
TS-AN (Marlin et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2010). Interestingly, all of the patients with the aforementioned
mutations related to a milder and non-typical phenotype showed no ABR response, just like “true”
auditory neuropathy. Electrophysiological testing, such as ABR, is important, especially when estimating
the hearing threshold of very young children. However, when determining the hearing level for OTOFrelated hearing loss, the results of audiological testing should be carefully interpreted, considering that
there is a discrepancy between PTA threshold and ABR response, especially when the PTA thresholds are
mild-to-moderate.
This study revealed that hearing loss was detected by NBHS in only 43.1% of the patients. The presence
of OAE is main reason for missing OTOF-related ANSD at NBHS. Similar to our result, it was reported that
75% of OTOF-related patients improperly passed NBHS in a previous study (Wu et al. 2019). The risk of
using OAE for NBHS has been discussed from the point of view of its inability in detecting ANSD.
Nevertheless, OAE is still used for NBHS in most countries and there are only a few countries where both
OAE and AABR are used for NBHS (Wroblewska-Seniuk et al. 2017). In Japan, the screening method
differs depending on the clinic and prefecture. All of the patients in this study screened by OAE passed
NBHS improperly, and their hearing loss was detected by their unawareness to sound or delayed
language development. For better language development, early detection of HL is important. We strongly
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believe that NBHS should be performed by AABR or combination of OAE and AABR for reliable detection
of ANSD.
The efficacy of cochlear implantation for ANSD has been controversial due to the heterogenicity of ANSD
in terms of its etiology: ANSD is a disorder which includes auditory synaptopathy and neuropathy.
Generally, prior to cochlear implantation, genetic testing should be considered in order to clarify which
part of the auditory pathway is impaired and in order to be able to predict the outcomes of CI (Miyagawa
et al. 2016). Once a patient is diagnosed with OTOF-related ANSD, a good CI outcome is expected
because the auditory nerve remains intact. Indeed, past reports suggested that patients with OTOF-related
ANSD are good candidates for CI (Zheng and Liu 2020). In this study, we investigated the efficacy of CI
for OTOF-related hearing loss in the biggest cohort studied to date. Most of the patients who underwent
cochlear implantation showed successful outcomes: approximately 85–90% of patients showed a
hearing level of 20-39dB with CI and a CAP scale level 6 or better, which means the OTOF-related hearing
loss patients who underwent CI can understand conversation without lip-reading. This data will support
preoperative counseling for OTOF-related ANSD patients who are considered to be CI candidates.
In this study, we also investigated the timing of OAE disappearance. Although the exact timing of OAE
disappearance was not available for most of the patients, some patients showed a positive OAE even at
3–4 years of age (Fig. 3b). Given no patients showed a positive OAE passed 5 years of age, we presume
that the OAE response in OTOF-related ANSD disappears by 4–5 years of age at most, a little longer than
previously thought. Related to the disappearance of OAE, some reports suggest that the disappearance of
OAE could occur due to OHC damage originating from hearing aid use (Rouillon et al. 2006; Vona et al.
2020). On the other hand, it is also suggested that the use of hearing aids is not a definitive factor for
deterioration of OAE (Kitao et al. 2019). In our study, some patients lost OAE regardless of HA use, and
some kept their OAE responses even after wearing HAs until CI surgery; therefore, it is unclear whether the
disappearance of OAE is related to wearing HAs or is part of the natural course of OTOF-related hearing
loss. As early intervention of HA for deaf patients is important for language development, there is no
evidence to not recommend HAs for patients with OTOF-related ANSD with the aim of maintaining OAE
response.
Although CIs provide excellent hearing performance in cases of OTOF-related ANSD, it does not reach
normal hearing level. Therefore, there has been a strong desire for a curative therapy, such as gene
therapy. Recently, two reports have shown that cochlear gene therapy mediated by adeno-associated
virus (AAV) successfully improved the prognosis of hearing impairment in Otof−/− mice (Al-Moyed et al.
2018; Akil et al. 2019). AAV-based gene therapy is considered to be a promising tool for actual human
gene therapy due to its low immunogenicity, long-lasting transgene expression and ability to infect both
dividing and non-dividing cells (Chandran et al. 2017). At present, a few companies around the world are
preparing for clinical trials using AAV (Akouos, Boston, MA, USA; Decibel Therapeutics, Boston, MA, USA;
Sensorion, Montpellier, France) (Vona et al. 2020). A new era of next-generation treatments for hereditary
hearing loss, such as gene therapy, is certainly approaching; however, we should not forget that accurate
treatment is based on accurate diagnosis and understanding of the clinical course. With the
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improvements in molecular biological diagnostic method, the etiologies of hereditary hearing loss have
gradually become better understood. Although genotype-phenotype correlations have been obscure, the
accumulation of patient data is gradually revealing the clinical characteristics of OTOF-related hearing
loss. We believe that the clinical characteristics and genotype-phenotype correlation found in this study
will support appropriate intervention and future treatment for OTOF-related hearing loss patients.
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Tables
Due to technical limitations, tables are only available as a download in the Supplemental Files section.

Figures

Figure 1
Clinical characteristics of the OTOF-related hearing loss patients in this study. a) Hearing level in PTA or
COR in very young children. b) Detection of hearing loss. c) Intervention for hearing loss. NA, not
applicable; n, number of patients.
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Figure 2
Detailed information of newborn hearing screening (NBHS). a) Results of NBHS for all patients in this
study. b, c) Result of NBHS by each screening method (AABR and OAE).

Figure 3
Performance of cochlear implantation for OTOF-related hearing loss. a) Hearing threshold with cochlear
implants was available for 36 patients who had used CIs for more than 2 years. b) The CAP scale was
available for 33 patients.

Figure 4
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Detailed information on the disappearance of OAE response. a) Timing of the disappearance of OAE
response in the ear in which OAE response remained longer or the current status of OAE response. b)
Results at the last OAE testing.

Figure 5
Summary of genotype-phenotype correlations in this and previous studies. a) Mutation type and hearing
severity in this and previous studies. b) Hearing severity of patients with two truncating mutations. c)
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Hearing severity of patients with truncating and non-truncating mutations (excluding p.R1939Q). d)
Hearing severity of patients with two non-truncating mutations (excluding p.R1939Q).
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